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Abstract
In this paper, we introduce and study some syntactical fragments of monadic second-order
and "rst-order (PEANO) arithmetic which we will prove the connection to famous complexity
classes. Starting from descriptive complexity results, and giving an e3ective method for trans-
lating formulas between di3erent logical structures representing encodings of integers, we give
some new arithmetical characterizations of NP, PH, NL, and P.
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1. Introduction
The logical description of the behavior of computational models started in the early
1960s by the works of B(uchi, Elgot and Trakhtenbrot [5,9,29]. They proved at about
the same time that a language is regular (recognized by some "nite automaton) if, and
only if, it is the set of word models of some monadic second-order sentence (see for
example [28] for a detailed exposition).
In 1974, Fagin [11] gave the "rst result relating computational complexity of Turing
machines to logical de"nability over "nite models. He proved that a language is rec-
ognizable in polynomial time by a nondeterministic Turing machine if, and only if, it
is the class of "nite models of some existential second-order sentence. This result was
the starting point of a new research area called Descriptive Complexity by computer
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scientists, and its logic counterpart is called Finite Model Theory, see for example
[19,7].
Another direction of research relating computational complexity to logical de"nability
is Bounded Arithmetic. First results were given by Wrathall [30] using results of
Smullian and Bennett [26,3]: She proved that a language is in 0 if, and only if, it
is in the linear hierarchy. In 1982, Kent and Hodgson [20,21,6], following the results
of Adelman and Manders [1], gave new results in this vein. They proved that the
Bounded Arithmetic Hierarchy de"nes precisely the subsets of N in the polynomial
time hierarchy, and the correspondence is veri"ed at each level of these hierarchies.
In this paper, we point out an equivalence between these logical characterizations
and give an e3ective way to make translations between them using padding techniques.
The proofs of these results are very close to the one given in [12,24,17]. The dif-
ference is that our constructions are "ner and e3ective, in the sense that we take care
of the quanti"er pre"xes and of the occurrences of atomic fomulas by adding extra
(de"nable) arithmetic predicates in the signature. These tools will lead us to give new
arithmetical characterizations of the classes NP, PH, P and NL.
This paper is organized as follows: In Section 2, we introduce the di3erent encodings
of integers used in this paper and the logical languages that we will use. We give a "rst
translation theorem between full second-order logic and monadic second-order logic and
a translation theorem between monadic second-order logic and "rst-order logic.
Section 3 contains the characterization results that are derived from the translation
tools. We begin by recalling the descriptive complexity results used in the proofs.
In Section 4 we give some connections between our results and bounded arithmetic
and some directions to explore.
2. Logical background
Denition 1. Let us de"ne the relational signatures
• 1 = (X 1;¡2; Succ2; 0; n),
• 2 = (X 1;¡2; Succ2; Add3; Times3; 0; n),
• 3 = (¡2; Succ2; Add3; Times3; Bit2; 0; n; c).
With each a ∈ N∗ we associate the logical structures
• Sa = ({0; : : : ; n}; A;¡; Succ; 0; n),
• Ska = ({0; : : : ; nk}; A;¡; Succ; Add; Times; 0; n),
• ka = ({0; : : : ; 2n
k};¡; Succ; Add; Times; Bit; 0; n; a),
where, A= {i ∈ {0; : : : ; n}| the ith bit of the binary expansion of a is 1}, n is the length
of the binary expansion of a, Add and Times are the ternary relations corresponding
to the graphs of addition and multiplication, respectively, and Bit is the binary relation
such that Bit(i; x) if, and only if, the ith bit of the binary expansion of x is 1.
Example 2. 9=1001 and 6=110
S9 = ({0; 1; 2; 3; 4}; {0; 3};¡; Succ; 0; 4),
S26 = ({0; 1; : : : ; 9}; {1; 2};¡; Succ; Add; Times; 0; 3),
26 = ({0; : : : ; 512}; 6;¡; Succ; Add; Times; Bit; 0; 3).
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Denition 3. We suppose the reader familiar with "rst-order logic.
SO denotes the set of formulas of the form QR Pv where P and Q are quanti"er
pre"xes, and the Ri’s are second-order variables, vi’s are "rst-order variables, and  is
a quanti"er free formula (in conjunctive normal form).
11 is the set of formulas of the form ∃R Pv, where P is a quanti"er pre"xes, the
Ri’s are second-order variables, the vi’s are "rst-order variables, and  is a quanti"er
free formula (in conjunctive normal form).
11-Horn is the set of formulas of the form ∃R ∀v, where the Ri’s are second-
order variables, the vi’s are "rst-order variables, and  is a quanti"er free formula (in
conjunctive normal form) in which at most one positive occurrence of Ri appear per
clause.
11-Krom is the set of formulas of the form ∃R ∀v, where the Ri’s are second-
order variables, the vi’s are "rst-order variables, and  is a quanti"er free formula (in
conjunctive normal form) in which at most two occurrences of second-order variables
appear per clause.
mon-L (for L ∈ {SO; 11; 11-Horn; 11-Krom}) is the same as the class L, where
second-order variables are restricted to be unary (monadic).
Remark. In 11-Horn, 
1
1-Krom, Mon-
1
1-Horn and Mon-
1
1-Krom all "rst-order vari-
ables are universally quanti"ed, and there is no restriction on the occurrences of atomic
formulas rather than those containing quanti"ed second-order variables.
Denition 4. The bounded arithmetic hierarchy, see [16] for example, is de"ned as
follows:
(1) %b0 =
b
0 is the set of formulas in which all quanti"ers are sharply bounded, i.e.
all quanti"cations are of the form: (∀x¡p(|y|); ∃x¡p(|y|)), where p is a poly-
nomial, and |y| is the length of the binary expansion of the variable y.
(2) bi+1 is the set of formulas of the form:
∃r1∀r2 : : : 
with i + 1 alternations of quanti"ers and  is a b0-formula.
(3) %bi+1 is the set of formulas whose negation is 
b
i+1, i.e. formulas of the form:
∀r1∃r2 : : : 
with i + 1 alternations of quanti"ers and  is a b0-formula.
The bounded arithmetic hierarchy is
b∞ =
⋃
i∈N
bi :
We give now the "rst translation theorem
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Theorem 5 (SO→MSO). With each 1-formula ) ∈ SO, we can associate a 2-
formula U) ∈ MSO, such that
Sa |= ) ⇔ Ska |= U);
where k is the maximal arity of the quanti>ed second-order variables in ).
Proof. Let ) ∈ SO, over 1, in conjunctive prenex normal form.
) ≡ SR Qy ∧
16i6p
Ci;
where S and Q are pre"xes of quanti"ers.
We suppose, without loss of generality, that the Ri’s have the same arity k. We then
de"ne the formula
U) ≡ S UR Qy ¡ n ∀z ∧
16i6p
C′i
build from ) by replacing in each Ci the occurrences of Rj(t1; : : : ; tk) by the universal
formula ∀z(¬Code(t1; : : : ; tk ; z)∨URj(z)), and those of ¬Rj(t1; : : : ; tk) by the universal
formula ∀z(¬Code(t1; : : : ; tk ; z)∨¬URj(z)), where z is a new variable and
Code(x1; : : : ; xk ; x) ≡ x =
k∑
i=1
(xi ni−1):
The predicate Code is equivalent to a "rst-order existential formula, so its negation is
universal disjunctive. Let us take the case for example k =3, the general case is no
more diLcult
Code(y1; y2; y3; z)≡∃s1; s2; s3(Mult(y3; n; s1) ∧ Add(y2; s1; s2) ∧
∧Mult(s2; n; s3) ∧ Add(y1; s3; z)):
This formula is true if, and only if, z=
∑3
i=1 (yi n
i−1). (This corresponds to the H(orner
method for evaluating the polynomial z=y1 + y2n + y3n2.) It is an easy exercise to
check that Sa |= )⇔ Ska |= U). For the bound n over "rst-order variables, we can
introduce it inside the clauses because the constant n and ¡ are in 2.
Remark. We remark that along this proof, the addition and the multiplication predicates
are used exclusively to encode the k-tuples, we can then replace them by a k + 1-ary
encoding predicate and obtain the same result.
Corollary 6. With each ) ∈ 11 (resp. 11-Krom, 11-Horn), over the signature 1, we
can associate a formula U) ∈ Mon-11 (resp. Mon-11-Krom, Mon-11-Horn), over the
signature 2, such that
Sa |= ) ⇔ Ska |= U);
where k is the maximal arity of the quanti>ed second-order variables in ).
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Proof. For this aim, it suLces to mimic the proof of the theorem (SO→MSO) and
check that
(1) The second-order quanti"er pre"x of U) is the same as the one of ), the "rst-order
quanti"ed variables in ) are the same in U), and the new "rst-order variables
introduced to encode the k-tuples are universally quanti"ed.
(2) For all 16i6p the number of positive occurrences of the atoms of the form
URj(x) in the clause C′i is the same as the number of positive occurrences of
Rj(x) in Ci. The same holds for the negative occurrences.
Theorem 7 (MSO→FO). With each formula U) ∈ MSO, over the signature 2, we
can associate a formula ’ ∈ FO, over the signature 3, such that
Ska |= U) ⇔ ka |= ’:
Proof. Let U)≡P UR Qy∧16i6p C′i .
We de"ne the formula ’ from U) so that
’ ≡ P r Qy ¡ nk ∧
16i6p
C′′i ;
where C′′i is the clause C
′
i in which we replace the occurrences of URj(z) by Bit(z; rj).
It suLces to note that the rj’s encode the URj’s in the sense: rj =
∑
i∈URj 2
i, we
then have Ska |= URj(z)⇔ka |= Bit(z; rj). The "rst-order variables in U) are con"ned
to be in the initial segment {0; : : : ; nk − 1} of the underlying universe of ka .
3. The logical characterizations
3.1. Descriptive complexity results
In this section we will recall the results of descriptive complexity from which we
will get our arithmetical characterizations using the translations theorems.
We suppose the reader familiar with the Turing machines and the complexity classes
P, NP, PH and NL, see for example the books [25,7] for a good survey.
Let 1 be a logic (a set of formulas) and C a complexity class. In this section, we
will write 1=C the fact, for all L ⊆ {0; 1}∗:
L ∈ C ⇔ ∃’ ∈ 1 L = {wa|Sa |= ’}:
We give here the results we will use in this paper, for a larger survey, see [19,4].
Result 3.1. Over binary words,
11 =NP [11],
SO=PH [27],
∀k ∈ N∗; NTime[nk ] ⊆ 11(arity k) [22],
∀k ∈ N∗; SO(arity k)=PH − Time[nk ;O(1)] [18],
11-Horn=P [13],
11-Krom=NL [13].
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3.2. NP and PH
In this section, we will reprove the characterizations of NTime[nk ] and ATime[nk ] of
[22,19] and re"ne the results in [20,21].
Theorem 8. Let L ⊆ {0; 1}∗. If there exists k ∈ N such that L ∈ NTime[nk ] then
(1) there is a 2-sentence U) ∈ Mon-11 so that
L = {wa ∈ {0; 1}∗|Ska |= U)};
(2) there is a 3-sentence ’ ∈ b1 so that
L = {wa ∈ {0; 1}∗|ka |= ’}:
Proof. (1) Suppose L ∈ NTime[nk ]. By Result 3.1, there is a sentence ) ∈ 11(arity k)
so that
L = {wa ∈ {0; 1}∗|Sa |= )}
by Corollary 6, there exists U) ∈ ∃Mon-11 such that
L = {wa ∈ {0; 1}∗|Ska |= U)}:
(2) For this aim, by (1), it suLces to check that, in the proof of Theorem 7, the
resulting formula have the good quanti"er pre"x.
Corollary 9. Let L ⊆ {0; 1}∗. The following assertions are equivalent:
(1) L ∈ NP.
(2) There exists U) ∈ ∃MSO(2) and k¿1 so that
L = {wa ∈ {0; 1}∗|Ska |= U)}:
(3) There exists ’ ∈ b1(3) and k¿1 so that
L = {wa ∈ {0; 1}∗|ka |= ’}:
Proof. (1)⇒ (2)⇒ (3) Are immediate consequences of the previous theorem.
For (3)⇒ (1) see [20] or [15].
Remark. The results in the corollary are not new but the connection between them is
interesting in its own.
Theorem 10. Let L ⊆ {0; 1}∗ and k ∈ N∗. The following assertions are equivalents:
(1) L ∈ ATime[nk ].
(2) There is U) ∈ MSO(2) so that
L = {wa ∈ {0; 1}∗|Ska |= U)}:
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(3) There ’ ∈ b∞(3) so that
L = {wa ∈ {0; 1}∗|ka |= ’}:
Proof. (1)⇒ (2) Suppose that L ∈ ATime[nk ]. By Result 3.1, there is ) ∈ SO(arity k)
so that
L = {wa ∈ {0; 1}∗|Sa |= )}:
By Theorem 5, there is U) ∈ MSO so that
L = {wa ∈ {0; 1}∗|Ska |= U)}:
(2)⇒ (3) Immediate consequence of Theorem 7.
(3)⇒ (1) We can give a translation method in the other direction, see [14].
Remark. We can see that if k =1 this corresponds to the results of [18] and [30] of
the famous linear hierarchy, see [10,15] for a survey on this class.
Corollary 11. Let L ⊆ {0; 1}∗. The following are equivalent:
(1) L ∈ PH.
(2) There is U) ∈ MSO(2) and k¿1 such that
L = {wa ∈ {0; 1}∗|Ska |= U)}:
(3) There is ’ ∈ b∞(3) and k¿1 such that
L = {wa ∈ {0; 1}∗|ka |= ’}:
3.3. P and NL
In this section, we give two new characterizations of P and NL. These are based on
the characterizations given by Gr(adel [13,4].
We now de"ne the subclasses of b1 and prove their connection to P and NL.
Let ’ a formula in b1 of the form
∃r Qy ¡ nk ∧
16i6p
Ci:
If all the Qi’s are ∀, and the Ci’s contains at most a positive literal of the form
Bit(yj; ri) and the ri’s occur only in atoms of the form Bit(yj; ri), we say that ’ is
b1-Horn. It is 
b
1-Krom if all Qi’s are universal and at most two literals of the form
Bit(yj; ri) occur per clause and the ri’s occur only in atoms of the form Bit(yj; ri).
Theorem 12. Let L ⊆ {0; 1}∗. The following assertions are equivalent:
(1) L ∈ P.
(2) There is U) ∈ Mon-11(2)-Horn and k¿1 so that
L = {wa ∈ {0; 1}∗|Ska |= U)}:
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(3) There is ’ ∈ b1(3)-Horn and k¿1 so that
L = {wa ∈ {0; 1}∗|ka |= ’}:
Proof. (1)⇒ (2) Suppose L ∈ P. By Result 3.1, there exists ) ∈ 11-Horn such that
L = {wa ∈ {0; 1}∗|Sa |= )}:
By Corollary 6, there is U) ∈ Mon-11-Horn such that
L = {wa ∈ {0; 1}∗|Ska |= U)}:
(2) ⇒ (3): For this aim, we only check that the formula build in the proof of
theorem 7 is in the given class.
(3)⇒ (1) For this, we use the same argument as Gr(adel (see for example [4,25]).
Let ’ ∈ b1-Horn:
’ = ∃r ¡ 2nk ∀y ¡ nk ∧
16i6p
Ci
with y=(y1; : : : ; yl), and let
L = {wa ∈ {0; 1}∗|ka |= ’}:
Let a be an integer that we want to check the membership to L. We replace the sharply
bounded "rst-order variables y1; : : : ; yl by all possible combinations of elements in ka
less than |a|k , we obtain a formula having a polynomial number (in |a|= log2(1+ a))
of clauses.
The veri"cation of atomic formulas of the form
(a1 ¡ a2); Succ(a1; a2); Add(a1; a2; a3); Mult(a1; a2; a3); and Bit(a1; a)
is made in logarithmic time on an alternating Turing machine (in AC0, see [2], it was
also proven that any “simple” encoding predicate can also be checked in AC0).
We then proceed as follows: “If an atom is evaluated to false, we eliminate it; if
an atom is evaluated to true, we eliminate the clause”. We obtain after the execu-
tion of this algorithm, the propositional Horn formula in which the propositions are
A(i;cj) =Bit(cj; ri) (for the values cj given to the bounded variables, and the quanti"ed
unbounded variables ri).
Finding witnesses r to know whether wa ∈ L corresponds to "nding a distribution of
truth values who satisfy the corresponding propositional formula. Because this formula
is Horn, the problem of its satis"ability is in P (the problem Horn-SAT is P-complete),
see [25,4], we then get the claimed result.
Theorem 13. Let L ⊆ {0; 1}∗. The following assertions are equivalent:
(1) L ∈ NL.
(2) There is U) ∈ Mon-11(2)-Krom and k¿1 so that
L = {wa ∈ {0; 1}∗|Ska |= U)}:
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(3) There is ’ ∈ b1(3)-Krom and k¿1 so that
L = {wa ∈ {0; 1}∗|ka |= ’}:
Proof. The proof is the same as the previous theorem and the formula which we
want to check the satis"ability is Krom. The problem Krom-SAT is NL-complete, see
[25,4].
4. Conclusion
In this article we gave new logical characterizations of several famous complexity
classes. These characterizations correspond to di3erent representations (eventually with
padding) of integers. These results can give an interesting point of view of the long
time standing problems “NL?=P?=NP”.
Here is also some new applications on other areas of research:
(1) In Theorems 12 and 13, the restriction to existential quanti"ers can be removed
and we will get “MSO-Horn and 1∞-Horn correspond with P”; and that “MSO-
Krom and 1∞-Krom correspond with NL” (over the appropriate signatures). This
is due to the fact that 11-Horn have the same expressive power than SO-Horn
(the same holds for the Krom classes), see [13,4,19].
(2) We can write the monadic characterizations as results of characterizations in
second-order bounded arithmetic, in the vein of the results of Buss and Zambella
[6,31].
(3) We can write the "rst-order characterizations over ka in the terminology of "rst-
order bounded arithmetic in the continuation of the works in [23,1,20,21], see also
[16, Chapter 5].
(4) In the proofs of the translations results, Add and Mult are used only to de"ne an
encoding predicate. We can then replace Add and Mult by any “feasible” encoding
predicate in the signatures 2 and 3.
(5) For the characterizations of P, NP and PH, we can use the functions + and ×
instead of the predicates Add and Mult in the signatures 2 and 3. This can be
made because using the functions + and × we get a polynomial whose evaluation
can be made in deterministic polynomial time on a Turing machine.
Some questions arise from these results:
“Is there an arithmetical characterization of P and NL, without using the predicate Bit
in the signature. We know that the predicate Bit is "rst-order de"nable using ¡;Add
et Mult (see [2,19,16])?”
“Is there a similar translation for logical characterization of complexity classes via
"xed point or transitive closure operators (Sa la Immerman [18])?”
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